Fifteen Things Done to Christ

- SPAT in His face – Matthew 27:30
- BUFFETED His cheeks – Matthew 26:67
- BOUND His hands – Matthew 27:22
- SCOURGED His body – Matthew 27:26
- STRIPPED His body – Matthew 27:28
- LACERATED His head – Matthew 27:29
- PLUCKED off His beard – Isaiah 50:6
- TOOK AWAY His garments – Mark 15:14
- MOCKED His person – Matthew 27:29-39
- LIED about Him – Matthew 26:60-61
- LIBELLED His mission – Mark 14:29-30
- TAUNTED his works – Mark 15:31
- SPIKED His feet – Psalm 22:16
- SPEARED His side – John 19:34